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Identifying & Dominating Your Niche



THE CYBER PR® SOLUTION

In 2012 pop-artist Darius Lux approached 
Cyber PR armed with a music video that he 
was hoping would gain viral traction. After 
several weeks of effort, the video was not 
receiving the lift he expected and our team 
of seasoned campaign managers decided 
it was time for a shift in direction. We 
started with a focus group; that day we 
noticed a change in Darius' overall energy 
level. He revealed to us that he had 
recently began a gluten free lifestyle and 
as a result was feeling in top mental and 
physical shape. We proposed the idea of 
pitching him to gluten-free and health & 
wellness blogs.

At first Darius was resistant. "What does 
being gluten-free have to do with my 
music?" he asked.  What he didn’t realize 
was connecting with a targeted niche 
would change the path of his musical 
career.

“This laser-focused niche was wide open for me. 
No one else was in this lane.”“ Darius Lux



DEFINING YOUR VOICE
We pitched Darius to several bloggers who were intrigued by his story and 
wanted to interview him about what it was like to be on the road gluten-free.  
They requested recipes and guest blog posts featuring his story.  The best part 
was Darius became the only musician being featured among a sea of nutrition 
and lifestyle posts.  The Cyber PR® philosophy refers to this as being a shark in 
a sea of tuna.  It’s an effective tactic because, instead of being one of countless 
artists on sites cluttered with other musicians and album reviews,  Darius was 
highlighted as the only artist among relevant posts that already had passionate 
readers and built-in communities.  One of the blogs dubbed him “the gluten-free 
rock star,” and from there many more followed suit.  A niche was born.

Does this mean when you go to Darius Lux’s website that it says, “Hello I’m the 
gluten-free rock star!” No. In fact, his website barely mentions it. Leaning into a 
niche doesn't mean that your entire identity is given over.  It’s meant be a 
supplemental and fertile place to connect with a tribe of people who are like-
minded. There are two end results:

• Darius can now tour in a few markets where he previously had no fans or 
exposure

• Heʼs now part of a new community of appreciative audiences in less 
crowded market places (being the shark)

The long-term benefit of seeding the Internet with your niche is your future.  
These blog posts that took thought and energy 12 months ago are just now 
germinating and will continue to bear fruit for Darius for years to come.

“ “The result of being embraced by this community was an invitation to 
play before L.A. Doers game.  That was received so well, I was invited to 
play in Phoenix, and I now have a growing tour base in Arizona; opening 
me up to a completely new market.  This was the result of niche based 
target marketing.  The lesson here is: All things are conencted if we allow 
them to follow their course.”   Darius Lux



Over 100 features including blog reviews, Internet radio plays, podcast 
inclusions & video placements

A dozen guest blog posts within gluten-free & travel niches

We carefully reached & identified 260 relevant new media makers and 
connected them to Darius’ Facebook & Twitter profiles

WHAT WE ACHIEVED:



The Celebrity Cafe

Gracefully Gluten Free

Cook Bliss Podcast

Free From...



Please Visit Darius Online:

www.DariusLux.com

https://www.facebook.com/Dariusluxmusic

http://www.youtube.com/dariuslux

http://www.twitter.com/dariuslux

CONCLUSION:

Want to know more?
 Contact Corie Kellman Corie@CyberPR.com 

(212) 239-8384

“The old model of the industry that I had 
known [at major labels] in my past was 
crumbling and I wasn’t sure what to do next.

Ariel was a light in the dark and, looking back, 
she was clearly very cutting-edge.

Everything she coached me through has not 
only proven effected but has also become the 
new way.”  Darius Lux
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